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Abstract—Due to the increasing complexity of the systems
to be developed, it is necessary to proceed to an ever more
precise modeling. The design of products delivered to customer
are driven by industrial criteria grouped under the acronym
SWaP-C (Size, Weight and Power and Cost). They must be
the smallest, lightest, most energy-efficient, least expensive and
most efficient as possible, with even shorter lead times and
limited budgets. We identified two main problems in the design
of complex systems, the need of a clear interface between
Systems Engineering and Model Providers, and an adequate
consideration of multi-physics and multi-component interactions.
This paper suggests a methodology developed to ensure a con-
sistency between the system architecture and models of physics
simulation. This methodology creates a bridge between MBSE
and physical simulation discipline by implementing an additional
diagram/viewpoint on the ARCADIA method. This viewpoint will
specify the models, organize model building and give stakeholders
a common document on which they can exchange. It also allows
being exhaustive on the interfaces and the physics involved.
MBSE allows the understanding of customer needs, an exhaustive
definition of system functionalities and setting up a physical
architecture that serves as a reference for the construction of
the physical simulation model architecture.

Index Terms—Multi-physics, MBSE, Systems Engineering,
Model Architect, Simulation, Simulation Architect

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, in order to respond to the constraints of an increas-

ingly competitive market and a need for more precise modeling

of complex systems, simulation is an essential tool. It allows

the fine exploration of equipment in their final environment,

the validation of the design against the identified risks and it

limits costs, by making the design converging more quickly

and by allowing the reduction of physical loops of prototypes.

In the industry, commonly, simulations often involve one

physic at a time (thermal, mechanical, electrical or even

control command) and for a steady state scenario. However, if

the impact of other physics is not considered in simulations,

this can bring partial results and unexpected failures for the

final product.

In this context, the concept of Digital Twin (DT) is emerg-

ing. It is the virtual representation of a real system or equip-

ment responding faithfully to various solicitations, whether

functional or environmental. The Digital Twin can integrate the

modeling and coupling of the different physics (thermal, me-

chanical, electromagnetic, vibratory dynamics, etc.) involved

in its design and can reproduce the behavior of the real system

during transient phases. The DT is a tool to assist in bid,

architecture, design, validation and integration phases. Systems

developed by today’s industry involve simultaneously different

domains, physics and disciplines. The dedicated methods of

systems engineering show benefices in building our digital

twins.

System architects and simulation model providers are both

major contributors to the specification of product design. Sys-

tem architects define operational scenarios, decision criteria

and produce a system architecture. Model providers are the

domain experts that simulate the system in its environment.

In [1], G. Sirin et al. highlighted the gap between the roles of

system architect and model providers, as there is no clear and

standardized definition of the model specification. There is a

need of a clear interface between Systems Engineering and

Model Providers for the design of complex systems, and an

adequate consideration of multi-physics and multi-component

interactions.

The purpose of this paper is to suggest a solution for the

exhaustive specification of physical simulation models. This

solution would specify the models as an output of Systems

Engineering. All stakeholders would share in continuity the

same information, language and documents.

After this introduction, the paper is organized as follows.

First, a presentation of the state of the art of Model Based

Systems Engineering and Physical Simulation. Then, the ex-

planation of the methodology and the results are detailed. The

paper conclusion deals with perspectives and conclusion on

the achieved work.
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II. STATE OF THE ART

A. Systems Engineering

The objective of Systems Engineering is to manage and

control the design of complex systems. It allows engineers to

analyze, develop the architecture, specify and then ensure the

continuous link between the needs expressed by the customer

and the elements that will build the system. It is the guarantee

of the overall consistency from a technical point of view.

Implemented more than fifteen years ago in the defense,

aeronautics and automotive sectors, Systems Engineering has

largely proven its effectiveness [2], [3] and [4].

Among Systems Engineering methods, Model Based Sys-

tems Engineering (MBSE) is an approach based on the visual

representation (model) of the system to be developed, rather

than a text document, whose interpretation usually leads to

errors. ARCADIA is an MBSE method that allows a solution

to be described in a coherent manner between the different

levels of engineering. It was developed by Thales in 2007 [5]

and [6]. Fig. 1 present the ARCADIA method which extends

from the customer business requirements phase to the defini-

tion of the physical system architecture . It allows specialty

architects to impose constraints and to verify that they are

properly taken into account in the solution by the system

architect. It ensure that engineering decisions are consistent, all

engineering stakeholders share the same information, the same

description of the requirement and the product, in the form of

a set of shared models and viewpoints [7]. ARCADIA has an

associated tool called Capella.

Fig. 1. ARCADIA Methodology - Copyright c© Eclipse Foundation

B. Systems Engineering and Simulation

Simulation and model-based systems engineering have

proven their effectiveness in the design of complex systems.

Many methods have been developed linking these two ap-

proaches [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [4], [16]

and [17]. As a result of their research [1] on the gap between

the system architect and the model providers, G. Sirin et

al.introduced a new actor in the design process called the

Model Architect. This new role bridges the gap between the

system specification discipline and the physical simulation

domain. The Model Architect has to express as accurately as

possible the needs of the System Architect, in order to build a

simulation architecture of models. He also has to communicate

efficiently with the Model Providers (supplier of the simulation

model) to obtain the expected model(s). Model Architects

have a multidisciplinary view of a product and knowledge of

simulation. They also have a comprehensive list of system-

level requirements, and how models of different physics and

components should interact with each other.

C. Model Identity Card

In addition to the creation of a new role, G. Sirin et al.

created a new concept, the Model Identity Card (MIC) [18].

The MIC is a tool used to standardize the specification of

a simulation model. It is a meta-model that includes im-

portant information about the simulation, such as, simulation

assumptions, behavior and interface specification... It is used

to help model providers building the simulation model by

understanding the model architect expectations [19]. The main

benefice from this work is the time and effort reduction in the

interface specification and the reduction of misunderstanding

errors. A MIC example could contain the following meta-data

(see Fig. 2):

Fig. 2. MIC Classes and their attributes [9]

Multiple works have already used the Model Architect

and MIC concepts [1], [9], [10], [17], [18], [20], [21] and
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[22]. Leroux-Beaudout et al. [21] have shown that applying

systems engineering principles to Physical Simulation Systems

is possible and meaningful. However, those methods does not

give a viewpoint of the model architecture.

D. Interactions analysis

Systems developed are composed of several components

that react to several physics. This complexity and multidis-

ciplinary aspect make the consideration of interaction a major

issue in the system design. Retho et al. have worked on a

method [20] to support complex system design via system

interaction analysis. This method highlights the importance of

taking into account the interactions between components and

physics. The Chan matrix [23] is a tool to verify that every

interaction between component and physics is considered.

It helps the model architect to identify and classify all the

interactions between components (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. : Chan Matrix for interactions among EV subsystems [23]

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Using previous works from literature, we propose a method-

ology to close the gap between MBSE and physical simula-

tion models in the different phases of the development by

tooling the model specification. This methodology uses the

MBSE method ARCADIA and its associated tool Capella. The

methodology creates a bridge between MBSE and physical

simulation discipline by implementing an additional viewpoint

on the ARCADIA method. This viewpoint will specify the

models, organize model building and give stakeholders a

common document on which they can exchange. MBSE allows

the understanding of customer needs, an exhaustive definition

of system functionalities and setting up a physical architecture

that serves as a reference for the construction of the physical

simulation model architecture. The first step of this method-

ology is to follow the ARCADIA method from Operational

Analysis to the Physical Architecture for the system to be

simulated and evaluated.

A. Operational Analysis

In the ARCADIA Method, the operational analysis answers

what the users of system need to accomplish. It focuses on

understanding the real customer need, in terms of tasks to be

achieved by users. It captures the work that the final user has

to perform while using the system by defining the operational

capabilities that the system must contribute to (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. : Capella diagram Operational Architecture

B. System analysis

The System analysis defines the main functional and non-

functional need/expectations for system. It defines what the

system has to accomplish for the users. An early system

design is developed to check the requirement feasibility (see

Fig. 5). The system analysis is meant to show the functional

interactions of the system components without identifying the

actual components.

Fig. 5. : Capella diagram System Architecture

C. Logical architecture

A logical architecture is an abstract representation of the

system components. Every function of the system can be

performed by a corresponding logical component. The logical

architecture represents how the system will work to fulfil

expectations (see Fig. 6). The logical elements define the sys-

tem logical architecture that implements the system functional

architecture. During the definition of the logical architecture,

more logical functions can be identified leading to the creation

of more logical elements.

Fig. 6. : Capella diagram Logical Architecture
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D. Physical architecture

The purpose of a physical architecture is to develop a

technical solution of the logical architecture. In this phase,

the logical components are allocated to physical components

that will actually perform the internal functions (see Fig. 7).

In other words, this architecture shows how the system will

be developed and built, a well-defined logical architecture can

lead to multiple physical architectures.

Fig. 7. : Capella diagram Physical Architecture

E. Physical Simulation Model Architecture [PSMA]

The physical architecture identified with the ARCADIA

method needs to be evaluated and validated with simulation.

To help building the simulation model of the system, an

additional viewpoint is introduced in the design process, the

Physical Simulation Model Architecture (see Fig. 8). This

viewpoint shows how the global model of the system is built

and makes a transition from MBSE to the physical simulation

domain. The model architect builds this viewpoint. It is the

interface between MBSE and the physical simulation domain,

it specifies how the models should be built.

Fig. 8. : Introduction of a new layer and a new role the Physical Simulation
Model Architecture and the Model Architect

Currently, this diagram does not exist on ARCADIA and

Capella. These tools are only designed for Systems Engi-

neering, they do not allow the transition from MBSE to the

physical simulation domain.

F. Transition from Systems Engineering to Physical Simula-

tion domain

The simulation model virtually represents the system behav-

ior in the real world. It needs to act and respond as closely as

possible to what the system would do in real life. The Physical

Simulation Model Architecture is directly derived from MBSE

(see Fig. 9). It contains all the relevant information for the

specification of the physical simulation models. Some of

this information is transferred from MBSE to the physical

simulation models, for example, Physical flux and architec-

ture; Interactions between components; Requirements. . . The

physical architecture from MBSE allow the model architect to

specify simulation models in the real-world environment in an

exhaustive and precise way.

Fig. 9. : Transition from System Engineering to System Physical simulation
model

G. Transition of system physical components to simulation

components

The System Simulation model is composed of several

components like the real system (see Fig. 10). Each physi-

cal component from physical architecture is transferred to a

simulation model, a Component simulation model. There is an

associated simulation model for each physical component.

Fig. 10. : Breakdown of the model into component simulation models
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H. Breakdown of components into Physical domain simulation

models

The system can be submitted to various multiphysical con-

straints. Every component simulation model is broken down

into several simulations models according to the domains

(thermal, mechanical, electrical. . . ) that the model architect

has identified to be simulated and whose requirements have to

be validated (see Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. : Breakdown of component simulation model into Physical domain
simulation models

I. Definition of the simulation models using the Model Identity

Card

At this stage, the physical simulation model architecture

is not done. The simulation models that needs to be built

are identified. However, the interactions between components,

models and environments are not apparent, as well as what

they need to simulate. . . For each simulation model identified,

a Model Identity Card is added to describe and characterize

the simulation model that needs to be created (see Fig. 12).

The first MIC that needs to be created is the MIC at the

system physical simulation model level. The model architect

specifies the purpose of the system simulation model. The MIC

gives information about what is simulated, on which software,

which physics are modeled, what are the assumptions, how is

it interfaced, evaluated and validated. . .

Fig. 12. : MIC associated to each simulation model

The MIC and the simulation layer concept are not yet

integrated in Capella. However, thanks to the DSL (Domain

Specific Language) add-on, it is possible to create a profile that

will work as a MIC and associate it to each simulation model

that needs to be specified (see Fig. 13). Those profiles are

linked to the simulations models on the Physical Simulation

Model Architecture viewpoint.

Fig. 13. : MIC profile

The physical architecture from MBSE shows the system

structure, how the components interact with each other and

with the environment. Following this observation, this infor-

mation can help building the simulation model architecture

and the MICs.

J. Building of the physical simulation model architecture

The physical simulation model architecture contains all the

interactions between components, environments and physical

domains. Viewpoints from Model Based Systems Engineering

give most of the exchanges, but not all of them. The Chan

matrix [23] can be used to verify that every interaction between

components and physics is taken into account.

The physical simulation model architecture is built thanks to

the physical architecture from MBSE, the MICs and the Chan

Matrix (see Fig. 14). All the interactions and connection be-

tween models, components and the environment are modeled.

Fig. 14. : Physical Simulation Model Architecture of a system

K. Modelisation of the system using MIC and Capella model

information

Once the PSMA is created, the model providers can build

the simulation models from the MICs and the PSMA, on the

identified software.
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IV. APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY

A. Operational Analysis

The case study is a heating fan. The operational actors are

a user who wants to warm up and a fresh air cabin (see Fig.

15).

Fig. 15. Results of Operational Architecture diagram

B. System Analysis

This analysis identifies the main functions of the systems

(see Fig. 16), which are getting the setpoint given by the user,

compare it to the temperature of the cabin, create heat and

diffuse it.

Fig. 16. Results of System Architecture diagram

C. Logical Architecture

The Logical Architecture shows the allocation of functions

to logical components (see Fig. 17). Each function is allocated

to a logical component, for example, the function get the set

point is achieved by a selector switch.

Fig. 17. Results of Logical Architecture diagram

D. Physical Architecture

The Physical Architecture is the allocation of logical com-

ponents and functions to physical components. Generation

of physical links between components (see Fig. 18). For

example, the logical component selector switch is identified as

a potentiometer in the physical architecture and it is connected

to a processor via an analogic cable.

Fig. 18. Results of Physical Architecture diagram

E. Interactions analysis with Chan matrix

The interaction analysis with the Chan Matrix gives all the

interactions between components of the system (see Fig. 19).

The interaction analysis can also be done to all physics do-

mains identified relevant to be modeled, so that all interactions

between them are considered. It gives also the number of

interactions for each component or physics.

Fig. 19. Chan Matrix results for the interaction analysis of components

F. Breakdown of the System Simulation Model into Compo-

nents and Physical Domain Simulation models

The Simulation Model Architecture is directly derived from

MBSE. Components from the MBSE Physical Architecture

are translated into simulation model components, with all

the relevant information for the specification of the physical

simulation models. Components are broken down into several

Physical Domain Simulation models for each Physical domain

identified as relevant for the simulation (see Fig. 20).
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Fig. 20. Results breakdown and translation of physical components

G. Model Identity Card for a simulation model

The model identity cards have to be the most exhaustive

as possible in order to consider all the useful information for

the model provider. Fig. 21 shows an example of what a MIC

might look like and the information it provides.

Fig. 21. MIC Example of the Propeller Thermal model

MICs gives an exhaustive specification of the model with

lots of information. For instance, tool integration, modeling

field, dimension, numerical variable at ports, physical links. . .

H. Physical Simulation Model Architecture

The physical simulation model architecture is built with

the information from MBSE Physical Architecture, MICs and

the Chan matrix (see Fig. 22). Ports and interactions between

components, environment and physical domains are modeled.

Fig. 22. Example Physical Simulation Model Architecture diagram

I. Model on a given software - Simcenter Amesim

The simulation models are built with the information for

the Physical Simulation Model Architecture and the Model

Identity Cards. Each component of our system is modeled

with the different physics, all interactions between components

and physics are modeled, the same number as in the PSMA

viewpoint (see Fig. 23). The simulation models and the

viewpoint Physical Simulation Model Architecture share the

same information.

Fig. 23. Simcenter Amesim modeling of the heating fan
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V. CONCLUSION

In a highly competitive market, systems and their design

are becoming increasingly complex. The consideration of

interactions between physics and the interfacing between

Model Based Systems Engineering and the physical simulation

domain are major issues. The proposed methodology of this

paper closes the gap between MBSE and physical simulation

models in the different phases of the development by tooling

the model specification. Our methodology allows a better

specification of complex simulation models by implementing

an additional viewpoint, the Physical Simulation Model

Architecture. The PSMA is a tool for model providers to

build the right simulation models. Results have shown that

this method can help building the right models by considering

all information from MBSE and the interactions between

components and physics. The contribution of this method

is to close the gap between MBSE and physical simulation

discipline by adding an additional viewpoint for simulation

models specification. Future work would be to develop an

automated way to translate information from Model Based

System Engineering to physical simulation domain.
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